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Gold-i, the global market leader in trading systems integration, is revolutionising the industry by
transforming MetaTrader, the world’s most popular trading platform for FX, into a multi-asset trading
platform.
The Gold-i Gate Bridge has been developed to enable FX, futures, equities, CFDs and indices to be added
to MetaTrader4 or MetaTrader5. This extends the capabilities of MetaTrader, from providing users with
access to simple FX and OTC products, to offering them the option of trading across all asset classes.
Gold-i has developed its latest innovation in partnership with PAT Systems, GL Trade (a Sungard product)
Fastfill and LMAX.
Tom Higgins, CEO of Gold-i comments, “Up until now, banks and brokers have used the Gold-i Gate Bridge
as the most effective and cost efficient means of connecting MetaTrader, the world’s most popular FX
trading platform, to external or internal liquidity providers. Transforming MetaTrader into a multi-asset
trading platform opens up a wealth of opportunities for brokers to grow their business amongst existing
traders and also to attract new clients.”
By broadening their MetaTrader platform, brokers can also benefit by opening up new opportunities for
MetaTrader4’s huge network of Expert Advisors (EAs) to create trading strategies for futures.
The high performance, feature-rich Gold-i Gate Bridge is already recognised as the leading super low
latency smart routing product. It enables retail brokers to access the same tools as institutional
brokers and automatically covers all retail broker risks with banks in real time, filling a gap in the
market by creating a level playing field for retail FX traders. Gold-i’s latest innovation builds on
the success of the Bridge, extending its capabilities and helping brokers to manage their risk
effectively in all asset classes.
Tom Higgins concludes: “Gold-i has always been at the forefront of the trading technology industry. We
are very proud to be the first to offer full multi-asset trading to the MetaTrader market. It is an
industry first and a significant step forward in opening up new opportunities to MetaTrader users across
the globe.”
The Gold-i Gate Bridge for multi-asset class trading has been rigorously tested and is now available on a
global basis. For further information, visit www.gold-i.com or telephone +44 (0)1483 685410.
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